Firms deploy humanised entities such as mascots or avatars in many ways. These entities have multiple purposes, including brand representation, brand message transfer, or online customer assistance. Prior research on the deployment of humanised entities has provided insight into the impact of the design of such entities. However, the existing research has primarily focused on obvious dimensions of design, such as avatar type or perceived attractiveness.
Research in the field of social psychology has indicated that peripheral bodily features have a significant influence on human interactions. Multiple empirical studies have provided evidence that facial features of men, especially the ratio of facial width to facial height, influence how these men are evaluated and treated in social interactions. Those male facial features significantly relate to prenatal male testosterone levels, which are, in turn, a decisive factor in male behaviour. Men with higher testosterone levels tend to demonstrate more aggressive and dominant behaviour than those with lower levels of testosterone. Consequently, through evolutionary learning processes, men with wider faces have come to be perceived as more aggressive and more dominant than men with narrower faces. In contrast, men with narrower faces have come to be perceived as more trustworthy and warmer than men with wider faces.
This article transfers these prior findings from social psychology to the design of humanised entities. It examines the influence of humanised entities' facial ratio on the perception of those entities. Three studies show support that the insights into human-to-human perception can be transferred to situations in which humans are confronted with humanised entities. These studies have also indicated that people tend to trust humanised entities with narrower faces more than those with wider faces. This increased level of trust towards these entities result from the greater ascribed warmth to entities with narrower faces than to those with wider faces. Furthermore, the results show that these mechanisms especially occur for masculine-looking humanised entities because in humans, facial ratios are only indicative of male behaviour.
These insights indicate that interactions between humans and humanised entities are influenced by the same mechanisms that influence the perception of faces in human interactions. Moreover, our results indicate that the design of humanised entities' facial features, especially the ratio of facial width to facial height, can be used to manipulate the intended perception of those entities. For example, wider faces are more appropriate when an entity is intended to be perceived as aggressive and dominant, whereas narrower faces are preferred when an entity should be perceived as trustworthy and warm. Therefore, the design of humanised entities' facial features should depend on the intended purpose of these entities. 
